Morse Is Ok, But Dr. Watson Shines.

Chief Inspector Morse, the irascible, brilliant detective of the Thames Valley Police, returns in six intriguing tales of detection, accompanied by five self-contained mysteries ranging in setting from a prison cell to a hotel lounge in the American Midwest. 25,000 first printing.

My Personal Review:
Fans of Dexters Inspector Morse series will probably be a little disappointed by this book, since only five of the ten collected stories actually have the cantankerous Thames Valley detective, and with a few exception those stories tend to be the shorter entries of the batch. But still, this is a very readable collection of mysteries and other crime stories, one which as a whole tends to lean more toward the light-hearted rather than the serious. Probably the high point of the collection is not a Morse story but a Sherlock Holmes tale, in which the perrenially overshadowed Dr. Watson finally gets a little bit of recognition.
Overall not a stellar collection, but easily an enjoyable lazy afternoons read.
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